DIVISION MEMORANDUM
No. 984, s. 2017

REGIONAL ORIENTATION AND PLANNING-WORKSHOP FOR THE WATER,
SANITATION AND HYGIENE IN SCHOOLS (WinS) PROGRAM

To: All Concerned Participants

1. This serves as a Corrigendum to inform all concerned in the above named subject that there
is a change in the participants due to another regional activity which needs the pressing
attendance of the two (2) Chiefs of Divisons. The new pax are as follows:

IMELDA T. CARDINES – EPS (CID) vice: BEVERLY S. DAUGDAUG-Chief ES (CID)
DR. PEARL MAE HONG – Medical Officer vice SOLLIE B. OLIVER-Chief ES (SGOD)

2. The rest of the participants mentioned in Memorandum ____, dated November ____, s. 2017
remain to represent in their units for the planning-workshop.

3. For information and compliance.

Winnie E. Batoon, EdD
Officer in Charge
Office of the Schools Division Superintendent

November 24, 2017
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